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TOKYO: Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group (MUFJ) said yester-
day that its annual net profit passed the 1.0 trillion yen
mark, a first for any Japanese lender, while top rivals Mizuho
and Sumitomo saw their bottom line shrink. The whopping
earnings for the fiscal year to March - $8.6 billion - saw
Japan’s biggest bank cash in on an expansion of its busi-
ness overseas and the purchase of a Thai bank, countering
sluggish lending at home.

Mitsubishi’s gains were “mainly due to increases in net
interest income  from overseas loan businesses and net fees
and commissions from sales of investment products and
investment banking,” it said. The bank, which said it would
spend 100 billion yen on a share buyback, also cited the
impact of its acquisition of Thailand’s Bank of Ayudhya for
the boost to its earnings.

Toyota, the world’s biggest automaker, is the only other
Japanese firm to have surpassed the 1.0 trillion yen profit
mark, according to the Nikkei business daily, but Mitsubishi
said its earnings were likely to shrink back to 950 billion yen
this year. MUFJ’s profits linked to securities trading were
smaller than those in the previous fiscal year as Tokyo’s
benchmark Nikkei 225 index rallied a hefty 57 percent in
2013 - its best annual performance in decades.

The rise came as the yen weakened sharply on the back
of Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s policies to revive
the economy, dubbed “Abenomics,” which enticed retail
customers into the stock market. But last year, the Nikkei

climbed a more modest 7.1 percent. Japanese banks hold
vast stock holdings which have allowed them to get
involved in management of their borrowers and benefitted
them when overseas investors poured billions of dollars
into the long-overlooked market.

Japanese lenders have relied on profits linked to securi-
ties trading and other market activities rather than bread-
and-butter domestic lending, as they struggle to find bor-
rowers despite the Bank of Japan’s efforts to pump money
into the economy. Many nervous firms have been sitting on
huge cash piles since a sales tax hike in April last year dent-

ed economic growth, while consumer sentiment also
remains shaky.

Also yesterday, Mizuho Financial Group said its net prof-
it fell 11.1 percent to 611.9 billion yen for the fiscal year as
the benefits from a shrinking bad-loan provision were
smaller than that a year earlier. Sumitomo Mitsui Financial
Group on Wednesday reported that its net profit shrank 9.8
percent to 753.6 billion yen. Mizuho and Sumitomo, how-
ever, forecast bigger net profits of 630.0 billion yen and
760.0 billion yen respectively for the current fiscal year to
March 2016. — AFP 

TOKYO: People walk in front of branches of Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ (left) and Mizuho Bank (right) yester-
day. — AFP

MUFJ surges past ¥1tn profit mark

MANILA: The deaths of 72 people in a fire that gutted a footwear
factory in the Philippine capital has exposed abusive conditions
for millions of poor and desperate workers across the nation. The
tragedy, in a long row of gated factories in an industrial hub of
Manila on Wednesday, was one of the country’s deadliest work-
place accidents. But the exploitation of the workers at the factory,
where lax safety standards caused the fire, is anything but unusu-
al across the Philippines, according to the government and
unions. “The deaths should serve as a wake-up call for business-
men to stop these abuses... they should give their employees dig-
nity,” Labor and Employment Secretary Rosalinda Baldoz told
AFP.

Baldoz angrily hit out at the owners of the company that
owned the factory, Kentex Manufacturing, branding them as
“immoral” and accusing them of a raft of illegal labour practices.
The workers, who produced cheap sandals and slippers for the
domestic market, were paid well below the minimum wage of 481
pesos ($10.90) a day and were denied a host of legally mandated
benefits, survivors of the blaze and victims’ relatives told AFP.

They said workers were forced to toil 12-hour days, seven days

a week without overtime, had legally-required social security and
health insurance payments withheld, and were forced to constant-
ly inhale foul-smelling chemicals. The government said the fire
was caused by welding being carried out near flammable chemi-
cals, highlighting what workers described as a casual approach to
workplace safety in which there were no fire drills.

Authorities have also blamed barred windows on the second
floor which trapped many of the workers, leading to their deaths.
The lawyer for Kentex, Renato Paraiso said that the steel bars on
the windows were intended to prevent theft. “The second floor,
where you had the steel mattings, that is [where] the final produc-
tion is done, so this is where the completed products can easily be
thrown from the window where someone can pick them up out-
side. It is a precaution,” he told ABS-CBN television.

Alan Tanjusay, spokesman of the largest labour federation in
the Philippines, told AFP the situation in the factory mirrored that
in many others. “This is a very common situation. This is just one
factory but it represents the... kind of factories in this country,” he
said. Tanjusay said compliance with safety standards was “really
bad” not just in factories, but also construction sites where work-
ers often did not wear protective clothing.

Poverty, Corruption 
The Philippines has very strong labour laws and a vocal union

movement, but the massive numbers of impoverished people and
endemic corruption throughout society are two key factors that
allow workers’ exploitation to flourish. Roughly one quarter of the
nation’s 100 million people live in poverty, which is defined as sur-
viving on about one dollar a day, according to government data.
High school dropouts desperate to support relatives are particular-
ly easy prey, according to labour secretary Baldoz. “They have no
regular jobs. When someone offers them a job, they grab it,” she
said.

Baldoz said President Benigno Aquino’s administration, which
has been in power for five years, had worked hard to improve
labour conditions. She cited the closing down of 10,000 of an esti-
mated 15,000 illegal employment agencies. Those agencies are an
integral part of the exploitation chain because they hire workers as
casuals, allowing companies to turn a blind eye to exploitation
such as withholding pensions and paying below the minimum
wage. Baldoz also pointed to the establishment of arbitration
courts that resolved labour disputes in as little as 30 days. But
Baldoz said that factory owners and labour unions were responsi-
ble for ensuring that these safety laws were observed.—AFP

Economy of HK
tepid as tourism 

weakens in China 
HONG KONG: Hong Kong’s economy expanded tepidly in
the first quarter as exports slumped and fewer mainland
Chinese tourists visited following a backlash against their
influx. The Asian financial center’s economic output grew 0.4
percent in the January-March period compared with the pre-
vious quarter on a seasonally adjusted basis, the government
said yesterday. Officials reported “visibly slower growth in
tourist arrivals and weaker tourist spending.”

Mainland Chinese make up most of the visitors to the for-
mer British colony and they have been estimated to account
for a third of all retail sales. But their numbers have fallen in
recent months following rowdy protests by activists angered
at how their voracious buying of everything from baby for-
mula to luxury goods has warped the local economy.

Exports were “lackluster” as declines in shipments to
Europe, Japan, South Korea and Taiwan outweighed growth
in exports to the US and some Southeast Asian markets
including India grew, the government said. Hong Kong is a
major transshipment point for goods moving from mainland
Chinese factories to markets overseas. — AP  

Philippine fire death trap 
shows sweatshop abuses

MANILA: Workers carry the coffin of a fire victim to be put into a temporary apartment type tomb at a cemetery in Valenzuela
City in suburban Manila yesterday. — AFP 

Voluntary compliance a big problem


